Many difficult problem solving require computational intelligence. One of the major directions in artificial intelligence consists in the development of efficient computational intelligence algorithms, like: evolutionary algorithms, and neural networks. Systems, that operate in isolation or cooperate with each other, like mobile robots could use computational intelligence algorithms for different problems/tasks solving, however in their behavior could emerge an intelligence called system s intelligence, intelligence of a system. The traveling salesman problem TSP has a large application area. It is a well-known business problem. Maximum benefits TSP, price collecting TSP have a large number of economic applications. TSP is also used in the transport logic Raja, 2012. It also has a wide range of applicability in the mobile robotic agent path planning optimization. In this paper a mobile robotic agent path planning will be discussed, using unsupervised neural networks for the TSP solving, and from the TSP results the finding of a closely optimal path between two points in the agent working area. In the paper a modification of the criteria function of the winner neuron selection will also be presented. At the end of the paper measurement results will be presented.
Introduction
Intelligent agents and multiagent systems represent a relatively novel field of artificial intelligence applicable for efficient solving of different problems Weiss, 2000; Ferber, 1999; Iantovics, 2007 . The intelligence of the agents cannot be defined uniqualy based on the large variety of agents and the problems that they have to solve Weiss, 2000; Ferber, 1999; Iantovics, 2007 . The intelligence of a system must give improvements in problems solving, like: efficient problem solving; flexible problem solving; solving difficult problem; efficient solving of large numbers of problems etc. In our research we consider the intelligence of the nce in the problems solving based on the use of a computational intelligence algorithm. Important research directions are represented by mobile agents that could be software mobile agents Kirn, 2003; Kun, 2003 , or robotic mobile agents Sgorbissa, 2012; López, 2007. Robotic mobile agents have a wide range of applicability in different areas of life Wang, 2005; Kim, 2003; Chirillo, 2012, and Leitão, 2012 . A large number of scientists are working on finding new solutions for different subsections of mobile agent applications such as navigation, localization, optimal path planning, object detection, movement of the robot. In our research, as mobile agent a mobile robot is considered. In this paper we will focus on path planning optimization of the mobile agent using a computational intelligence algorithm.
We will focus on discussing solutions for: TSP problem and a modified TSP when the agent does not have to get back to the starting point. Finding a closely optimal path from the resolved TSP.
For the TSP solving a Kohonen map was used with a proposed cost function in the winner neuron selection. In the following section, the TSP problem , the artificial neural network structure and network training, results with the resolved TSP with Kohonen map and optimization of path planning between a starting node and a target node on the map will be presented.
TSP problem formulation
The following two tasks for a mobile agent were taken into consideration: In the first form the mobile agent has to supervise an area and to move back to the starting node. In the second form a mobile agent has to clean an area starting from one node and finishing the work in the end node. The second application can be used if we have a large area discomposed in subareas, and for each subarea the entering and outcoming nodes are defined. The agent has to visit each node, marked in the figure with a white square, avoiding the obstacles and move back to the starting respectively to finish the task in the ending node. Each node must be visited only one time. 
Different solutions for TSP solving
Many types of methods for solving TSP were developed: methods of total enumeration, branches and bounds, efficient algorithm of Clark and Wright, ant colony optimization Zhao, 2011; Pintea, 2007; Hui, 2012 
SOM structure for the TSP problem

TSP solving
The self organizing map was described as an artificial neural network by Teuvo Kohonen and often is called the Kohonen map. The Kohonen map is an artificial neural network with an unsupervised training algorithm Kohonen, 2011. Compared to the multi-layer feedforward network, the output of the Kohonen map is processed as a linear combination of the network weights and the network input. The general structure of the network is presented in the following Fig. 2 The network output is composed in general accordingly to (1), but according to specific optimization applications, the network output can be processed using a cost function.
(a), (b), and (c). Several type of topology is used for artificial neurons mapping in Kohonen network
Where y i represents the network i-th output, w ij -the network weight between the i-th processing element and the j-th input, K the number of the network s processing elements respectively P the number of inputs of the network. The self-organizing map uses a neighborhood function to preserve the topological properties of the input space. The neurons of the network are placed based on a topology. The topology can be linear, hexagonal, a two or three-dimensional grid type or also a random type topology Fig. 2 .
The definition, selection, of the most suitable topology specific to the input space is very important for resolving the task. For the self organizing map training, generally, an unsupervised learning algorithm is used. After the processing of the network output, based on a criteria function, the winner processing element will be defined. The weights of the winner processing element and the ones of the processing elements in the neighborhood of the winner artificial neuron are trained based on the Hebb or anti Hebb rule.
During the training process of the network, the neurons are organized according to the topology so that neurons with similar weights will be arranged closely to eachother according to the topology. The Mexican hat is frequently used as a neighborhood function, but several times the Gaussian function is considered.
In this paper multiple cost functions have been tested according to (2) and (3). In (2) the Euclidian distance is processed between the network input and the weights of the network. The network with the minimal value will be selected as the winner neuron. The cost function (3) was extended with a penalization member. With parameter can be determined the extent to which prevails one or the other part of the cost function. Two other types of cost functions have been tested. The equations are not presented here, but can be deduced very simply by changing the Euclidian norm with the Manhattan norm.
For resolving the TSP problem with the self organizing network, the structure of the network is presented in fig. 2(b) . The network neurons represent the nodes which the agent visits. A topology has to be defined so that it corresponds to the expectations of the TSP task. Each neuron can have two and only two neighboring nodes. One is from which the agent arrives and the other is where the agent will be in the next step. If the agent needs to get back to the starting point, this means that the first and the last neuron are the same. It can easily be concluded that this is equivalent to a ring-type topology.
As mentioned, the neuron represents a node where the agent arrives, and the weights of the network represent the position of the node on to the navigation map of the agent. The network structure for the TSP is presented in Fig. 2(b) . The TSP is resolved based on the classification of the inputs of the network. As can be concluded from the normalized Hebb rule used for network training (4), weights are shifted towards the network current inputs. The neurons will be rearranged corresponding to the ring topology.
The neighborhood function defines/influences the neurons for which the weights will be updated. The neighborhood function value for the neuron close to the winner has a significant value close to 1 and the value of the neighborhood function for neurons far from the winner will have an insignificant value close to zero, and will block the update of weights for these neurons. As neighborhood function the Gaussian function was used, with the center point of the function at the winner neuron index on the topology map. The r and r * represent the neuron positions on the topology map for the neuron for which the weight update is processed, respectively for the winner neuron (4).
Modified TSP solving
A modified task of the TSP considered in this paper is when the agent does not have to move back to the starting point, the target point is previously defined on the map, where the agent has to finish the task Fig. 1(b) . The question is to solve this problem using the self organizing map.
If the agent does not have to move back to the starting point, the ring type topology does not function. For solving the problem, a one dimensional topology is proposed to be used. The neurons are placed along a line Fig 2.(c) .
As resulting from the measurements, the agent move back to the target point. Unlike as it was expected, the starting and destination node of the solution do not coincide with the initially specified starting and target nodes. From the path resulted with the self-organizing map the starting and destination points should be searched for. The result of the self organizing map is the weight vector which contains the position of the nodes. By finding the starting node and the target node index from the vector, the path from the starting node to the target node is solved, and from the starting node all of the nodes can be reached. In case of the ring type topology two paths exist to the target node. In case of the linear topology only a single path exists.
These paths are not optimal, but with a simple searching algorithm a closely optimal solution can be found. In this application the cost function is the length of the path, the number of nodes. The problem to be resolved is that the first neuron weights to converge to the starting node coordinates respectively the last neuron weights to converge to the destination node coordinates. The solution lies in the training algorithm. The proposed solution in this paper is to not teach the first and last neuron weights and overwriting the first and last neuron weights with the starting and destination node coordinates. This simple amendment will result in that, that the starting and destination nodes of the solution will coincide with the initially specified start and target nodes.
3.3.Optimization for optimal path finding
All three forms of the network resolve the task to reach all the nodes on the map. The route from the starting node to the target node is resolved, but the solution is not optimal or close to the optimal. The proposed algorithm for finding a closely optimal route between the starting and the ending node is presented in the following:
Elimination of the duplicate nodes. If the number of neurons is equal to the number of nodes on the map, the network does not find the solution, because a set of neurons will not be active during the network training process. Finding the indices from the resulted weight vector with the starting and ending nodes. The vector values which correspond to node coordinates on the map are compared with start and end node positions. Finding the nodes for which a neighborhood node with a lower cost to the target node exists. Calculating the cost from the start to the end node and from the neighborhood nodes to the end node for each node found in the previous step and storing the results in a table with the following fields: current node index, neighborhood node index, and the calculated cost. Ordering the table in ascending order according to the cost column, column number three Deleting the rows from the table for which the detected section with a higher cost overlaps the section with a lower cost. Finally extracting the closely optimal path from the start to the end point. In the following figures the results of the self-organizing map training for solving the TSP and modified TSP are presented. In Fig 3.(a) as network topology a ring-type topology was used. The neurons were positioned on a circle. On Fig 3. (b) and 3.(c) a linear placement was used and in Fig 3. (c) the first and last d node coordinates, as the result is how it was expected. In the Fig.4 (a) (b) (c) the evolution of the training process is presented in different training cycles. A neighbourhood degree was gradually decreased during the training cycles. In the first phase a large scale rearrangement of the neuron was allowed, finally reducing to the immediate vicinity of the winner. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have proposed an intelligent robotic mobile agent. The intelligence of the robotic agent is considered based on the use of a computational intelligence algorithm used for the optimization of the path planning. The robotic mobile agent uses an unsupervised neural networks for the TSP solving, and from the The criteria functions mentioned work well during the teaching. If the penalty part of cost function prevails, the number of learning cycles increases. At the tuning phase it must be taken into account that the teaching is started with neighboring values high enough. If the neighboring degree is low, most of the nodes will not be part of the solution. The calculation of distance with the Euclidean and Manhattan norms should be completed with the infinite norm and tested in the future. Using a simplified cost function, the complexity of the output processing is reduced, reducing the network output processing time.
Future research direction is the application of the self organizing map in economy and finance.
